Introduction
============

Advanced gastric cancer is a common and fatal disease, and it is still the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide despite decline in its incidence and mortality in recent years.[@b1-cmar-10-4759] In patients with stages III and IV gastric cancer, the 5-year overall survival (OS) rates are only 9.2%--19.8% and 4.0%, respectively. Furthermore, most patients with gastric cancer are diagnosed at the advanced stage because cancer usually remains asymptomatic or nonspecific symptoms are present.[@b2-cmar-10-4759],[@b3-cmar-10-4759] The third Japanese Gastric Cancer Association (JGCA) treatment guidelines and the 2013 National Comprehensive Cancer Network recommendations for gastric cancer state that chemotherapy is the main treatment modality for stage IV gastric cancer.[@b4-cmar-10-4759],[@b5-cmar-10-4759] In addition, the JGCA guidelines suggest that stage IV patients without major symptoms could be treated with gastrectomy as an alternative option.[@b6-cmar-10-4759] Therefore, we hypothesize that palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy might increase the survival of patients with advanced gastric cancer.

It is still unclear whether surgical resection is a suitable treatment for incurable advanced gastric cancer. In recent years, the REGATTA clinical trial concluded that surgical resection does not provide any greater benefit for incurable advanced gastric cancer compared with palliative chemotherapy.[@b7-cmar-10-4759],[@b16-cmar-10-4759] Moreover, some cohort studies have reported the positive effects of palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy on gastric cancer with incurable factors. In the present study, in order to obtain the highest level of evidence by meta-analysis, we merged all the results from trials to find useful evidence regarding clinical treatment and subsequent research. We also analyzed whether palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy has more benefits than chemotherapy alone for incurable advanced gastric cancer in terms of race, site of metastasis, staging, and other variables.

Previously, only one randomized controlled trial (RCT) obtained results that were not consistent with most other studies, thereby providing insufficient evidence. Thus, it is necessary to perform a meta-analysis that includes observed studies that could increase precision appropriately and may produce equally or more relevant and valid results for the question.[@b8-cmar-10-4759] Compared with a previous similar meta-analysis that explored the effects of palliative gastrectomy,[@b37-cmar-10-4759] our meta-analysis was more rigorous in terms of the inclusion conditions, where all the patients included received chemotherapy, and thus the results are more credible, and the end points were progression-free survival (PFS; the time from random assignment to objective tumor progression or death) and OS (the time from random assignment to the last followup or death), thereby providing a more useful reference for clinical treatment.

Methods
=======

Literature search
-----------------

Studies were mainly searched for in Embase, PubMed, and Cochrane Library, where we considered those published before December 2017, and the keywords were stomach neoplasms, drug therapy, surgical procedures, and operative and neoplasm metastasis. The search strategy was based on medical subject headings and free text words in titles/abstracts, with connectives comprising "AND" or "OR." We used this search strategy in Embase, PubMed, and the Cochrane Library, and the specific search strategy was adjusted according to the characteristics of each database. Furthermore, we reviewed relevant articles and abstracts in the reference lists from these sources to identify additional trials. The most recent publication was used if results were reported or updated in more than one publication. There were no language restrictions.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
--------------------------------

After histological or cytological diagnosis, only primary incurable advanced gastric cancer with or without synchronous distant metastasis was included. The definition of incurable advanced gastric cancer is based on the TNM stage as T4N1--3M0, T1--4N3M0 and any T or N with an M1 tumor or gastric cancer with any incurable factors.[@b9-cmar-10-4759],[@b10-cmar-10-4759] In addition, metastatic gastric cancer without specific TNM staging still met the conditions for inclusion. All the patients included in the present study received chemotherapy, but only experimental patients received palliative gastrectomy. Because serious symptoms such as hemorrhage, fistula, or ileus may result in high mortality for patients with incurable advanced gastric cancer, specific operation procedure of palliative gastrectomy is performed to alleviate the symptoms and improve the survival quality, depending on the resectability of the primary tumor and/or surgical risk. Therefore, no matter what the extent of gastric resection and/or lymphadenectomy, metastasectomy was excluded. Palliative gastrojejunostomy and reduction gastrectomy were involved in the study, all met the inclusion criteria and would be regarded as palliative gastrectomy.[@b11-cmar-10-4759] The sample sizes in all the studies considered were \>30, and we required that the median survival (OS or PFS) and its HR or survival curve were reported. If necessary, we included any useful supplemental data. We only included studies published in peer-reviewed journals and the latest studies or those with the largest data set. A study was excluded if the required data could not be obtained from the article or the authors.

Data extraction and quality assessment
--------------------------------------

The outcome data were extracted independently by two authors (ZZ and PW) according to a predesigned data extraction form, which included the study, year of publication, race, sample size, and treatment effects (median OS/PFS, HR values with 95% CIs, tumor stage, and distant metastasis). The corresponding study was represented using the last name of the first author. If there were inconsistencies between the opinions of the two authors, a group discussion was conducted.

We used different methods to assess the risk of bias and quality of RCTs and observational studies. According to the guidelines given by the Cochrane Collaboration, the risk of bias and quality of RCTs were assessed comprehensively using six items that are considered relevant. The quality level of the study was assessed based on the number of positive answers (high quality=6, low quality≤3, fair quality=4 or 5).[@b12-cmar-10-4759] The risk of bias for observational studies was assessed using the Newcastle--Ottawa Scale (NOS), which is one of the most useful methods for assessing the quality of nonrandomized studies according to the Cochrane Handbook. We used a "star" to evaluate "high" quality for each choice among the "selection," "comparability," and "outcome" items.[@b13-cmar-10-4759]

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The HR and 95% CI comprise a suitable measure for OS and PFS. If the HR was not provided for OS or PFS in an article, we used Engauge Digitizer 4.1 to distinguish the survival curve, before calculating the HRs for OS or PFS with the method described by Tierney et al.[@b14-cmar-10-4759] The *Q* statistic with its *P*-value and the *I*^2^ statistic were used to assess the heterogeneity of the study, where the proportion of total variation in the effect estimate due to between-study variation was quantified with the *I*^2^ statistic. A *Q* statistic *P*-value \<0.05 and *I*^2^\>50% were used as critical values for assessing substantial heterogeneity, and a random effects model was then used.[@b15-cmar-10-4759] Review Manager version 5.3.0 (The Cochrane Collaboration, Software Update, Oxford, UK) and Stata version 14.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) were used, and *P*\<0.05 was set as the significance level. If the heterogeneity was significant, we conducted sensitivity and subgroup analyses based on the characteristics in trial, ie, race, M stage, type of study, and site of distant metastasis. Funnel plots were used to assess publication bias, which was quantified using Egger's linear regression test and Begg's rank correlation test.

Results
=======

Study selection and characteristics of included studies
-------------------------------------------------------

The flow of the trial selection process is shown in [Figure 1](#f1-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}. Briefly, we searched 5,609 studies using the established search strategy. Finally, we included 13 trials with 2,368 gastric cancer patients after screening the abstracts and full texts, where the palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy group comprised 1,166 patients and the chemotherapy alone group contained 1,141 patients. The characteristics of the 13 trials are shown in [Table 1](#t1-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="table"}. We included one RCT and 12 cohort studies that all appeared in peer-reviewed journals between 2011 and 2017. In terms of race, most of the patients in the studies were Asians, including 12 trials, and the patients in the other two trials were Caucasians.

Quality of the studies
----------------------

Due to a lack of double-blinding for treatment assignment, five of the six questions had positive answers, which indicated fair quality. In general, the risk bias was acceptable in the important domains.[@b12-cmar-10-4759] According to evaluations based on NOS, the studies considered received 4--7 stars, with median to high methodological quality. Specific assessments of all trials are shown in [Table 2](#t2-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="table"}.

OS and PFS
----------

The HRs and 95% CIs for OS could be determined directly[@b7-cmar-10-4759],[@b16-cmar-10-4759]--[@b18-cmar-10-4759] or indirectly[@b19-cmar-10-4759]--[@b27-cmar-10-4759] from 13 studies. Nearly, all the studies supported palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy, but only two obtained separated results[@b16-cmar-10-4759],[@b18-cmar-10-4759] when we combined all the HRs for OS in the selected trials, and the results showed that the treatment effect was statistically significant (HR=0.43, 95% CI=0.29--0.65, *P*\<0.001, [Figure 2](#f2-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}), where palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy reduced the risk of death by 57% compared with chemotherapy alone. Data could be obtained for PFS from one RCT and two cohort studies. As shown in [Figure 3](#f3-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}, the pooled HR for PFS was 0.61 (95% CI=0.33--1.13, *P*=0.110) and the difference was not statistically significant. However, the combined HR for two cohort studies was 0.45 (95% CI=0.31--0.66, *P*\<0.001) and the difference was significant, where palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy obtained an overall reduction of 55% in disease progression.

Subgroup and sensitivity analyses
---------------------------------

When we assessed the heterogeneity for the 13 selected trials, the *I*^2^ statistic was 91%, thereby indicating a high amount of heterogeneity between the studies. In order to identify the source of heterogeneity, we first conducted sensitivity analysis, and we found that the significant heterogeneity mainly came from three trials: Fujitani et al,[@b16-cmar-10-4759] Musettini et al,[@b18-cmar-10-4759] and Sougioultzis et al.[@b17-cmar-10-4759] After further exploration, we determined that the study by Fujitani et al[@b16-cmar-10-4759] was an RCT, whereas the others were cohort studies, where the race was Caucasian in Musettini et al[@b18-cmar-10-4759] and Sougioultzis et al,[@b17-cmar-10-4759] which differed from the other trials.

Subgroup analysis was then performed for these 13 trials based on the races of the patients, study type, M stage, and site of distant metastasis to determine the sources of heterogeneity and to reduce the heterogeneity but also to identify whether palliative surgery plus chemotherapy was superior to chemotherapy alone in different respects. The overall HR for OS in all the cohort studies was 0.40 (95% CI=0.27--0.60, *P*\<0.001, *I*^2^=90%, [Figure 4](#f4-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}). The overall HR for OS among Caucasians was 0.31 (95% CI=0.02--3.95, *P*=0.360, *I*^2^=91%) and the HR for OS among Asians was 0.47 (95% CI=0.35--0.64, *P*\<0.001, *I*^2^=80%), but significant heterogeneity was not identified between the race subgroups (*P*=0.74, *I*^2^=0%, [Figure 5](#f5-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the Caucasian race subgroup (*P*=0.360), the other subgroups all supported the superior performance of surgery plus chemotherapy compared with chemotherapy alone.

We analyzed the M stage gastric cancer subgroups for OS, where the pooled HR for the M1 stage subgroup was 0.53 (95% CI=0.40--0.72, *P*\<0.001, *I*^2^=68%) and the pooled HR for the M0±M1 stage subgroup was 0.30 (95% CI=0.11--0.85, *P*=0.020, *I*^2^=96%), and thus heterogeneity was identified between the M stage subgroups (*P*=0.300, *I*^2^=6%, [Figure 6](#f6-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}). The heterogeneity was reduced by using the M stage subgroups, but *I*^2^ exceeded 50% and the heterogeneity was still significant. Therefore, we excluded the studies[@b16-cmar-10-4759]--[@b18-cmar-10-4759] that caused significant heterogeneity according to sensitivity analysis. Finally, we included the cohort studies with Asians to produce an M stage subgroup. For OS, the pooled HR for the M1 stage subgroup was 0.49 (95% CI=0.41--0.60, *P*\<0.001, *I*^2^=16%) and the pooled HR for the M0±M1 stage subgroup was 0.31 (95% CI=0.25--0.38, *P*\<0.001, *I*^2^=0%), and thus significant heterogeneity was identified between the M stage subgroups (*P*=0.001, *I*^2^=90.3%, [Figure 7](#f7-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, the M stages were also a source of heterogeneity and palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy was superior to chemotherapy alone for M1 stage gastric cancer.

Five studies of M1 stage gastric cancer reported the actual sites of metastasis. Three trials[@b19-cmar-10-4759],[@b20-cmar-10-4759],[@b22-cmar-10-4759] described patients with peritoneal dissemination and two trials[@b21-cmar-10-4759],[@b24-cmar-10-4759] described patients with liver metastasis. For OS, the pooled HR for peritoneal dissemination was 0.46 (95% CI=0.28--0.73, *P*=0.001, *I*^2^=61%, [Figure 8](#f8-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}) and the pooled HR for liver metastasis was 0.46 (95% CI=0.33--0.65, *P*\<0.001, *I*^2^=0%, [Figure 9](#f9-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}). For both peritoneal metastasis and hepatic metastases, it was shown that surgery plus chemotherapy was more beneficial than chemotherapy alone.

Publication bias
----------------

According to assessments based on Egger's test (*P*=0.969) and Beggar's test (*P*=0.141), there was no significant publication bias in the articles included in this meta-analysis. The funnel diagrams with insignificant asymmetry are shown in [Figure 10](#f10-cmar-10-4759){ref-type="fig"}.

Discussion
==========

Gastric cancer is a disease with a very poor prognosis. In China, \~38.5%--59% patients with gastric cancer have reached stage IV when their diagnosis is first confirmed.[@b28-cmar-10-4759]--[@b30-cmar-10-4759] Due to recent advances in chemotherapy regimens, the survival rate has increased for incurable gastric cancer patients, but the effect of palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy is still unclear.[@b31-cmar-10-4759] According to the 2009 annual conference of the JGCA, the 5-year OS was 88% in resected patients without residual tumors, 1.5% in unresected patients, and 9.9% in resected patients with residual tumors, which indicates that palliative gastrectomy could improve the survival of advanced gastric cancer patients and give them a good prognosis.[@b32-cmar-10-4759],[@b33-cmar-10-4759] From another perspective, palliative gastrectomy may be beneficial for incurable advanced gastric cancer because it relieves the symptoms of advanced gastric cancer, including obstruction and bleeding, but it also prevents perforation or debilitating ascites to improve the quality of life. In addition, palliative gastrectomy can reduce the tumor burden to improve the response to adjuvant modalities and enhance the immunologic benefit due to the immunosuppressive cytokines produced by the tumor itself.[@b34-cmar-10-4759],[@b35-cmar-10-4759] Moreover, the response to chemotherapy is the only independent prognostic factor for patient survival, and adjuvant gastrectomy obtains a reasonable patient response with respect to preoperative chemotherapy. A phase II study conducted by Kang et al evaluated this combination in advanced gastric cancer and obtained promising results, including a high response rate (44.5% partial response) and prolonged patient survival (median OS=11.3 months).[@b21-cmar-10-4759],[@b36-cmar-10-4759] A REGATTA trial comprising an RCT concluded that palliative resection combined with chemotherapy is not superior to chemotherapy alone.[@b16-cmar-10-4759] Thus, in order to further optimize the treatment plan, more evidence is urgently needed to support the formulation of relevant treatment plans because the performance of multiple RCTs requires time. Therefore, we performed this meta-analysis. Based on the median survival times of the original articles and the calculated weighted average values, we calculated the median survival times and found that palliative gastrectomy combined chemotherapy could significantly improve the median OS of incurable advanced gastric cancer patients compared with chemotherapy alone (19.65vs 10.70).[@b37-cmar-10-4759]

This meta-analysis of 13 trials demonstrated a survival benefit of palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy, which agreed with our expectations. Due to the presence of significant heterogeneity, we applied various measures to identify and reduce the heterogeneity, such as sensitivity analysis and subgroup analysis. Interestingly, our interethnic subgroup analysis identified no significant heterogeneity among subgroups under the random effects model (*I*^2^=0%), whereas the heterogeneity was significant after using the fixed effects model (*I*^2^=73.3%). According to the Cochrane handbook, the differences in these analytical results may have been due to the different sample sizes in the trials, which ranged from 34 to 737. Using the fixed effects model, the weights of the trials with large sample sizes were greater, whereas the weights given to the studies with large and small sample sizes differed little when using the random effects model. In addition, considerations of clinical significance in the research design may vary among different countries. Our results suggested that race was a source of heterogeneity.[@b38-cmar-10-4759] Sun et al found that stage M1 gastric cancer patients could obtain significant survival benefits from palliative gastrectomy.[@b37-cmar-10-4759] Thus, we explored whether palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy could also be beneficial for stage M1 gastric cancer. At present, the incidence and mortality due to gastric cancer are very high in Asians,[@b38-cmar-10-4759],[@b39-cmar-10-4759] so we separated an Asian subgroup that included nine cohort studies. The final subgroup results for the M1 stage also supported palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy and the heterogeneity was not significant (HR=0.49, 95% CI=0.41--0.60, *P*=0.31, *I*^2^=16%). Some studies have shown that palliative gastrectomy obtained no survival benefit in patients with peritoneal metastases.[@b32-cmar-10-4759],[@b40-cmar-10-4759]--[@b42-cmar-10-4759] However, our analysis demonstrated that both peritoneal metastasis (HR=0.46, 95% CI=0.28--0.73, *I*^2^=61%) and hepatic metastasis (HR=0.46, 95% CI=0.33--0.65, *I*^2^=0%) benefited from palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy.

According to our meta-analysis, surgery and chemotherapy were the two main factors that affected the ultimate survival of gastric cancer patients. Palliative gastrectomy was the treatment factor considered in this meta-analysis. During the treatment of primary tumors, R0 resection is the best and most effective procedure, where it removes all tumors and microscopic examination detects no tumor cells in the resection margin.[@b43-cmar-10-4759] However, some of the patients included in this study failed to achieve R0 resection. If the rate of R0 resection was better, then the experimental group may have acquired more survival benefits. D2 lymphadenectomy may increase postoperative complication, but it is still considered a more effective approach for advanced gastric cancer.[@b44-cmar-10-4759]--[@b49-cmar-10-4759] Galizia et al found that modified D2 lymphadenectomy (including node stations 1--7, 8a, 9, and 11 p, but excluding node stations 10, 11d, and 12a) did not increase postoperative complications compared with lymphadenectomy, and it also achieved the same effect as standard D2 lymphadenectomy.[@b50-cmar-10-4759] Moreover, Kim et al found that gastrectomy combined with metastasectomy could achieve a good survival outcome.[@b27-cmar-10-4759] In addition, if the surgery achieves R0 resection, then gastrectomy combined with metastasectomy can yield higher survival rates.[@b51-cmar-10-4759],[@b52-cmar-10-4759] Chemotherapy is another important factor that affects the survival of patients with advanced gastric cancer patients. Most of the patients included in this study received first-line chemotherapy. Yuan et al and Nie et al concluded that the period of first-line chemotherapy appears to have an effect on the final OS for advanced gastric cancer patients.[@b19-cmar-10-4759],[@b53-cmar-10-4759] In East Asia, neoadjuvant chemotherapy combined with D2 gastrectomy is used widely, but Yang et al found that compared with surgery alone, neoadjuvant chemotherapy alone was not sufficient to improve the OS for gastric cancer patients, although significant survival benefits were obtained with increased PFS and decreased distant metastasis under perioperative chemotherapy.[@b54-cmar-10-4759] Moreover, neoadjuvant chemotherapy has been used to downstage the tumor in order to make R0 resection more achievable.[@b25-cmar-10-4759] In recent years, due to the related survival benefits, hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) has been used increasingly for peritoneal metastases in selected indications.[@b55-cmar-10-4759] In addition, there are some ongoing RCTs of HIPEC, and a clear trend in HIPEC trial design involves changing from therapeutic toward preventive indications.[@b56-cmar-10-4759]

In the present study, we found that palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy was more advantageous compared with chemotherapy alone in incurable advanced gastric cancer patients, including in different races, but also in peritoneal metastases and hepatic metastases. These results can be used as a reference for clinical work. However, although we concluded that palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy can be beneficial for advanced gastric cancer patients, not every patient with advanced gastric cancer was suitable for receiving surgery because of intolerance due to age, low ECOG (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group) performance status, multiple organ metastases, and other factors. Identifying the best indications for each type of chemotherapy is still an important goal of future research. Furthermore, our meta-analysis still had some limitations. First, most of the studies included were retrospective, and there was limitation to extract strong conclusions. In addition, we pooled the HRs from studies with different designs, where only the REGATTA RCT with a small sample size and unblinding for treatment assignment had fair quality,[@b8-cmar-10-4759] although it was still a source of heterogeneity. Second, the heterogeneity was significant when all the studies were pooled. After sensitivity analysis and subgroup analysis, we identified and reduced some sources of heterogeneity, but heterogeneity was still present in several outcomes and it could not be explained. Finally, several related outcomes could not be evaluated because of the paucity of data, including the period of chemotherapy, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, gastrectomy plus metastasectomy, and R0 resection.

The REGATTA clinical trial was the first RCT to explore whether palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy is more advantageous than chemotherapy alone, and it obtained completely different results compared with most previous studies, but it had some weaknesses. First, due to the absence of blinding, selective bias affected the experimental design for the trial. Second, some studies have concluded that D2 lymphadenectomy is the most effective procedure for advanced gastric cancer,[@b44-cmar-10-4759]--[@b50-cmar-10-4759] but all the patients in the experimental group received D1 lymphadenectomy, which may explain the slightly low survival benefit. Finally, the number of cycles of palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy was less than that of chemotherapy alone, and thus the experimental group may have benefited less from chemotherapy. To further understand whether palliative gastrectomy combined with chemotherapy can benefit advanced gastric cancer patients, more RCTs with a larger patient cohort and the same tumor response should be investigated. If the concept proves effective, then this could potentially lead to a new standard of care with direct benefits for cancer patients with incurable factors.[@b57-cmar-10-4759]

Conclusion
==========

Further research is still needed, but the results of our meta-analysis suggest that palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy is superior to chemotherapy alone in incurable advanced gastric cancer patients. Moreover, palliative gastrectomy plus chemotherapy may improve OS of the gastric cancer patients with synchronous peritoneal metastases or hepatic metastases.
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![Test for publication bias.\
**Notes:** Based on (**A**) Begger's test (*p* = 0.141) and (**B**) Egger's test (*p* = 0.969), there was no significant publication bias among the articles included.](cmar-10-4759Fig10){#f10-cmar-10-4759}

###### 

Study, patient, and treatment characteristics

  Study                                   Year   Race        Metastasis   Patients   Research   Control   OS HR (95% CI)   PFS HR (95% CI)                                     
  --------------------------------------- ------ ----------- ------------ ---------- ---------- --------- ---------------- ----------------- ---- ------- -------------------- -------------------
                                                                                                                                                                               
  Fujitani et al[@b16-cmar-10-4759]       2016   Asian       M1           175        89         --        14.3             86                --   16.6    1.09 (0.78--1.52)    1.01 (0.74--1.37)
  Yuan et al[@b19-cmar-10-4759]           2017   Asian       M1/P1        201        33         --        23.6             168               --   13.8    0.67 (0.41--1.09)    --
  Dong et al[@b20-cmar-10-4759]           2016   Asian       M1/P1        47         29         --        23               18                --   12      0.22 (0.10--0.50)    --
  Liu et al[@b24-cmar-10-4759]            2015   Asian       M1/H1        107        32         5         14               75                3    8       0.46 (0.31--0.68)    0.45 (0.29--0.70)
  Shin et al[@b23-cmar-10-4759]           2015   Asian       M1           101        76         --        26               25                --   11      0.37 (0.20--0.67)    --
  Li et al[@b21-cmar-10-4759]             2015   Asian       M1/H1        49         25         10.9      20.5             24                5    9.1     0.47 (0.23--0.94)    0.45 (0.22--0.92)
  Musettini et al[@b18-cmar-10-4759]      2015   Caucasian   M1±M0        148        62         --        10.4             86                --   10.7    1.13 (0.78--1.63)    --
  Du et al[@b25-cmar-10-4759]             2014   Asian       M1±M0        72         50         --        30.2             22                --   8.9     0.29 (0.14--0.97)    ----
  Yang et al[@b22-cmar-10-4759]           2015   Asian       M1/P1        154        71         --        18.37            83                --   11.77   0.47 (0.34--0.66)    --
  He et al[@b7-cmar-10-4759]              2013   Asian       M1±M0        737        414        --        28               323               --   10.37   0.31 (0.25--0.38)    --
  Yamamoto et al[@b26-cmar-10-4759]       2013   Asian       M0           34         20         --        24.9             14                --   15.9    0.46 (0.13--1.59)    --
  Sougioultzis et al[@b17-cmar-10-4759]   2011   Caucasian   M1±M0        311        218        --        12.37            93                --   3.73    0.083 (0.06--0.13)   --
  Kim et al[@b27-cmar-10-4759]            2011   Asian       M1±M0        274        89         --        15.5             185               --   9       0.65 (0.45--0.94)    --

**Notes:**

median.

**Abbreviations:** PFS, median progression-free survival (month); OS, median overall survival (month); P1, peritoneal metastasis; H1, liver metastasis.

###### 

Quality assessment of trials included in the present study

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                    Year    Randomization            Allocation concealment   Homogeneous baseline characteristic   Eligibility criteria   Loss to follow-up and dropout described   Intention- to-treat analysis   Study quality
  ---------------------------------------- ------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Author                                   Year    Newcastle-Ottawa Scale                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                   **Selection**            **Comparability**        **Outcome**                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Yuan et al[@b19-cmar-10-4759]\           2017\   ★★★☆\                    ★★\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Dong et al[@b20-cmar-10-4759]\           2016\   ★★★☆\                    ★☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Liu et al[@b24-cmar-10-4759]\            2015\   ★★★☆\                    ★☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Yang et al[@b22-cmar-10-4759]\           2015\   ★★★☆\                    ★☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Shin et al[@b23-cmar-10-4759]\           2015\   ★★★☆\                    ★☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Musettini et al[@b18-cmar-10-4759]\      2015\   ★★★☆\                    ☆☆\                      ★☆☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Li et al[@b21-cmar-10-4759]\             2015\   ★★★☆\                    ★☆\                      ★☆☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Du et al[@b25-cmar-10-4759]\             2014\   ★★★☆\                    ☆☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  He et al[@b7-cmar-10-4759]\              2013\   ★★★☆\                    ★☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Yamamoto et al[@b26-cmar-10-4759]\       2013\   ★★★☆\                    ☆☆\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Sougioultzis et al[@b17-cmar-10-4759]\   2011\   ★★★☆\                    ★★\                      ★★☆\                                                                                                                                  
  Kim et al[@b27-cmar-10-4759]             2011    ★★★☆                     ★★                       ★★☆                                                                                                                                   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Notes:** ★ indicates high quality for each choice among the selection, comparability, and outcome items ; ☆ indicates that it does not meet the high quality standards for each choice among the selection, comparability, and outcome items.
